LexisNexis PatentOptimizer® for Litigators

The stakes in patent litigation are high and the money spent is significant. Shift the odds in your favor. LexisNexis PatentOptimizer® for Litigators offers sophisticated analysis tools that increase your chances of winning in patent litigation.

PatentOptimizer for Litigators enables you to:

- **Prevail in Claim Construction Hearings** by providing comprehensive intrinsic and extrinsic evidence to drive your claim construction arguments.
- **Invalidate asserted patents** by pinpointing fatal section 112 errors, identifying obviousness issues and locating pertinent prior art that evidences lack of novelty.
- **Identify tangential issues** subject to exploitation, including improper new matter in prosecution and double patenting.

Please visit us at: LexisNexisIP.com/Litigators to learn more
LexisNexis PatentOptimizer® for Litigators

Exclusive PatentOptimizer for Litigators features:

**Term Analysis Report**
Provides an auto-generated comprehensive terms report covering *both intrinsic and extrinsic evidence* that includes the ability to select elements directly from a patent claim or enter your own terms for analysis.

**Compare Docs in Analytics**
Enables litigators to quickly identify changes that occurred during prosecution, including detection of new matter and deleted matter as between applications and grants. Also enables the identification of unclaimed subject matter across docs.